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42 Days With

She was just another old, beatup, unwanted Pit Bull when she
was found abandoned. A little
worse than most but not as bad as
some we’ve seen. Her body was
covered with the scars and wounds
of a hard life but her big brown
eyes showed only love. She had
mammary tumors, a cantaloupe
sized hernia and endless bite
wounds, likely from other dogs
competing for limited resources.
Her teeth were mostly gone from
biting at fleas and she would have
had no way to defend
herself. We expected
her to be defensive
around other dogs but
she was as kind and
gentle with them as
she was with people
and even cats.
We brought Meg
into our program under our Legacy
of Love Fund, a fund that allows us
to help animals that need extensive
medical care when they have no
other options. We knew from the
start that Meg might not have
much time, a hospice case, but still
we dared to hope. Hope that
somehow her masses would be
benign, that she could have a year,
two, even five, of sweet, wonderful
life, showered in love. We wanted

to make up for the neglect, the hurt
and the sad hard days and give her
the life she deserved. We tenderly
washed away the dirt, the blood,
the pain and fear and cuddled her
gently as she melted into our touch
with delight. We sent her for
surgery, fixed her huge debilitating
hernia, removed her tumors and
lovingly treated her many dog
bite wounds. We took her to the
beach, to visit friends and out for
cheeseburgers. More than anything
she wanted to be close to us so
that’s what we did the
most. Dogwood
volunteers loved on
her every chance they
got. We snuggled on
the couch, gave her
belly rubs, kissed her
between her big
brown eyes and told
her a thousand times how much
we loved her.
Meg touched the hearts of
thousands of people. An
outpouring of love came from all
over the world, even as far away as
Singapore and Scotland. The
kindness and generosity of so many
meant we could do everything
possible to help her. Sadly, her
biopsy showed advanced

Meg touched
the hearts of
thousands
of people.

Continued on next page
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COVID’s Impact and Finding the Silver Lining
During the initial COVID shelter
in place mandate, all California
animal shelters were forced to
close their doors. This left animals
in peril, with no options for
placement. Because we are a
foster based group (no shelter) our
volunteer team went into action.
More volunteers were available to
foster since they were at home, so
we doubled (yes doubled!) our
capacity and increased the number
of animals in our program to 100 at
any given time. We made our
adoption process ‘touchless and
paperless’ and created protocol to
protect our volunteers and adopters
with the intention of saving as many
lives as we could, responsibly. We
found that adopters were also
home and are finding COVID a
perfect time to add animal
companions to their families. As a
result, this year Dogwood is on
track to adopt more than 700
animals.
In order to fund our various
programs, Dogwood’s volunteers
host many different types of
fundraising events throughout a
typical year; because of our 2019
efforts, in addition to our local

Spay/Neuter outreach program, we
were able to budget $100,000
towards Spay/Neuter of ‘owned’
animals in 2020. This new goal to
reach areas that are most in need
has resulted in more than 605
surgeries in 2020, year-to-date,
throughout California. Our efforts
have prevented thousands of
unwanted litters from being born
and prevented so much suffering.
Offering affordable Spay/Neuter is
a critical part of our mission. We
will never “rescue” our way out of
pet overpopulation.
We choose the path to not
overtly ask for donations; we want
our work to inspire folks to give. If
times were “normal” we would
never ask for monetary assistance.
This year has forced us to cancel
our fundraisers due to COVID. We
have always had enough to do
more, to touch the places that can
best impact animals. We believe
that “if our donors support us a
lot, we’ll do a lot; if they
support us a little, we’ll do a
little’, and this has carried us
through from the beginning of
Dogwood. Due to COVID and all
the changes it has forced upon us,

Here’s what makes us

PAWSOME
• 2095 animals rescued since our founding in 2016
• 643 animals rescued YTD
• 605 spay/neuters of owned animals
• 7 spay/neuter partnerships with other organizations
in high risk areas (Hayfork, Sonoma County, Lake
County (2), Fresno (2), Stockton)
• 13 Legacy of Love animals, with over $60k in
surgeries and major medical expenses
• 230 volunteers
• Over 27,000 Facebook followers
• Over 8,500 Instagram followers
• 23 feline and 38 dog foster families
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• Shirley Zindler –
Founder/President
• Hannah Houston –
Co-Founder/Board Chair
• Janet Palma – Co-Founder/
Secretary
• Charlotte Tunstall Pearce –
Co-Founder/Treasurer
we may be facing doing “little” in
our future. We decided to take a
leap of faith and send this
newsletter in hopes of inspiring
you with just a few stories and
facts that our 200+ volunteers
help create; we hope we have
accomplished that. You can help us
to continue to do “a lot” or cut back
and do a “little”. As always, we
thank you for your support,
whether it be monetary or not…
everything helps.

Meg Continued from front page
metastatic breast cancer. We scheduled an oncology
appointment hoping to keep her comfortable and
buy her some time, but her body began to fail. She
was growing tired, short of breath, her belly filling
with fluid. Our minds raced through the options.
What if we did this treatment, tried that drug or
supplement? But in the end, we knew. One look at
her tired eyes and we knew. There would be no
more miracles. Only the one, where the sweet old
unwanted pitty girl wins the hearts of many, is
showered with love and care and bathed in the
warm heartbroken tears of those who loved her to
her last breath. And that miracle, that mercy and
that love are what matters most.
We spent 42 Days with Meg. We loved her as if it
were a lifetime. Our hearts are broken but we will
go on, as we always do, and save others in her
memory. Because so many still wait.
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From Feral to Foster to Family
by Penelope the cat

There I was, on my own, livin’ in
the Central Valley, doing my thing,
not knowing that my life was about
to change…next thing I know, I’m
in some metal contraption and I
hear voices yelling “we got her!”. So
off I go with my buddy Pete; they
keep saying ‘spay/neuter’ but I
have no idea what that means (but
somehow don’t think it’s good!)
Well, after the fact spay/neuter isn’t
good…I was hurting and then
ended up in some lady’s bathroom,
hiding behind the toilet, doing my
best imitation of a mean hissy,
spitty kitty. No way are you getting
me in that box again! But
apparently I had “soft eyes” which
suggested that my ferocity was
really all an act.
Imagine my surprise when I
indeed ended up in that box again
and now I’m in a big room, with
NO PLACES TO HIDE! This new lady
took the doors off the closet,
stuffed towels under and behind
the dresser and desk, and left me
nowhere to go! I’ll show her! She
was nice, though…let me do my
thing and take my time getting
used to her and this room. But I
have to admit, I was very intrigued
by this feather thingy that she kept
dragging around; this looks just like
a birdie and I WANT it! Oh my, I got
so caught up in chasing this thingy

that I forgot to watch out and SHE
TOUCHED ME! Well, it didn’t
actually hurt and maybe even felt
kind of nice, but really! How could
she?
Now she’s got some really
smelly (good smelly!) stuff on her
fingers and it smelled so good that
I had to actually lick her fingers.
YUM! And so good I forgot to bite
her! Oh well there’s always
next time!
She is right there, all the
time but she’s quiet and
slow and patient and I think
maybe I like her. I know I
like these things she called
“pets”, first with one hand,
then both hands. This is
NICE. Today I explored
outside my room…there is
lots to see but now I hear
the word ‘adoption’ being
used…and just when I was
getting used to this place…
another box, another trip,
another lady (and a man!),
and another room to get
used to. What is this? My fur
is wet from my foster
Mom’s tears?
This new lady is
soooooo nice too…she lets
me come to her and I have
even taken a huge leap of
faith and am sitting in her

lap! Let me tell you…that was one
sweet ride…but she can’t know
that for now…I must maintain my
aloofness at least for a bit longer! I
feel safe here…there are no bad
surprises, I am warm, fed and even
sometimes I feel safe and loved. I
still have places to explore and
feather toys, and sun puddles…life
is sweet!
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At Dogwood, Dolly is Everyone’s
Favorite Auntie
A sweet pit bull with doe brown
eyes who quickly captured the
hearts of Shirley and her husband,
Paul, when she was brought in
as a Dogwood intake, Dolly often
takes over diaper duty for puppies
being bottle fed. Newborns can’t
eliminate on their own and must
be licked to stimulate them. Dolly is
also quick to teach
newborns life as a
puppy as only a
mama dog can do.
Dolly’s journey to
Dogwood and finding
her forever home
with Shirley and Paul
was not an easy one.
She came to
Dogwood after living
in a crack house and
then being abandoned. She spent
her first four years giving birth to a
litter of puppies every six months.
She’s a classic example of why
Dogwood has made low- and nocost spay and neuter a big part of
its mission.
The fate of a high percentage of
the puppies born to Dolly
and mamas

like her is a sad one. By rough
calculations, Dolly averaged seven
puppies per litter. At eight litters,
that would be at least 50 puppies,
and experience tells us that a high
percentage of them ended up with
people who didn’t have the
financial ability or understanding to
stop the cycle by fixing Dolly’s
offspring. Many of
those puppies and their
offspring likely ended
up in overpopulated
shelters with a high
rate of euthanasia, a
fate that’s especially
true for pit bulls and pit
bull mixes.
You wouldn’t be
reading this newsletter
if you didn’t love
animals like we do. We love every
rescued animal that Dogwood
touches and being able to witness
happy endings for dogs like Dolly is
what keeps us inspired and
motivated. However, knowing we
can never rescue our way out of
animal homelessness
and euthanasia, we also
understand that the
greatest impact of our
donors’ support is
through low- and nocost spay and neuter

It warms our
hearts that
Dolly’s life
is now the
life she
deserves.

Auntie Dolly
loving on
bottle baby
Bianca!

for owned dogs and cats.
Dogwood’s efforts to spay and
neuter as many dogs and cats as
resources allow is always a big part
of our rescue work. Providing
spay and neuter and targeting
low-income communities and
neighborhoods, are key
commitments and how a significant
amount of Dogwood’s annual
budget is allocated. This makes the
biggest difference in reducing
suffering and saving animal lives.
It warms our hearts that Dolly’s
life is now the life she deserves.
She’s in a loving, stable
environment and can no longer
conceive. She’s also a wonderful
ambassador for pit bulls, and for all
dogs. But what keeps the team at
Dogwood up at night is knowing
that there are many Dollys out
there that won’t be so lucky. Let’s
work together to ensure we can
continue to reduce births of
unwanted puppies and kittens.
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What’s Dogwood’s
Super Power?
DW

What’s Dogwood’s super
power? Why has a relatively small,
foster home-based non profit twice
been named Best Local Non-Profit
by the Press Democrat and voted
the Best Animal Rescue Group by
the North Bay Bohemian?
We don’t want to brag, but we
think it’s because our volunteers
are some kind of wonderful! And
that’s what makes Dogwood so
special. It's one thing to ask
volunteers to transport a sick
animal to a local vet…that ask has
all the “feels” that make people
want to help. But what about yet
another “can you pick some
medications at the vet in Windsor
and bring them to the foster’s
home?” Or how about those “can
someone take a dog to Wasson
Memorial Vet Clinic in Lakeport (65
miles one way) for surgery…oh
and they need to be there at 7:30
AM”? Or the frequent, and often
urgent needs for someone to make
the trip to the Central Valley to
meet someone surrendering some
sick puppies, late in the evening,
with the meet-up at a truck stop?
Or the requests to transport 4
mange-infected dogs from Fresno?
(Four mange dogs in crates in the
back of your SUV is a smell you
won’t soon forget!). We’ve had all
those requests and more, and our

transport angels always step up!
We post a request on our volunteer
Facebook page and we have
multiple responses within minutes!
Our volunteers love road-trips!
And what about the volunteers
who have regular shifts at Patty’s
Place, cleaning up after multiple
litters of puppies? Or the volunteers
who spend their time making craft
items for Dogwood to sell,
coordinating orders and shipping
Dogwood merchandise, and
performing endless administrative
tasks? And then there are the truly
special fosters/volunteers who
willingly take on sick animals and
do the nursing, cleaning, vet visits,
socialization necessary to make as
many happy endings as possible.
Our intent was never to
specialize in challenging medical
cases or to become, ”mange-

central”, but that is where the need
often is, so that is where we
respond. (For those of you
unfamiliar with the smell of a
mange-infected dog, shall we
politely say, it’s memorable!) Our
fosters willingly take these
challenges on, with all the
necessary treatment, nursing,
bathing, and often mounds of
laundry.
It’s our volunteers who make us
so special. They are committed to
our mission and they embrace each
animal in their care with so much
love and compassion. Their
willingness to do the “hard graft”
that animal rescue involves,
inspires us every day to do more
and to take on more challenges.
Our volunteers are our superpower; because of them, we can
proudly say “we’re Dogwood!”
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1415 Fulton Road, Suite 205, Box 432
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
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Making a difference, one animal at a time

Do You Love What Dogwood Does?
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• Donate online at Dogwoodanimalrescue.org
• Set yourself up to become a monthly supporter through
PayPal or by a deduction though your bank account
• Make a one-time donation using the enclosed envelope
• Donate your car, truck, motorcycle or boat to us!

• Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
and like and comment on our posts
• Share our posts with your friends

• Visit our Amazon Wish List (we have both dog
and cat!)
• Shop Local! Just call our partners Western Farm
or Pawsarotti’s and give them the amount that
works for you and they will credit our account

RAISE MONEY!

MAKE A DONATION!

RAISE AWARENESS OF
DOGWOOD AND WHAT WE DO

BUY US SOMETHING
WE NEED!

ADOPT
ONE OF
OUR
ANIMALS!

• Host a birthday (or anytime!) fundraiser for us
on Facebook
• Sign up for Amazon Smile and use it every time
you shop at Amazon…we get a percentage of
your purchase
• Sign up for Escrip and and shop at participating
merchants (Oliver’s here in Sonoma County); we
get a percentage of your purchases
• Shop Dogwood’s wide range of merchandise on
our website (clothing, cards, toys, etc.) and wear
our logo proudly!

